
Monthly Workouts Subscription Example
16 min · Abs, Back, Legs

This is an example workout routine from my monthly workout subscription. Every month you will receive a
new workout routine to complete. 

Aimee P.AP
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High Knees

3 sets  60 secs

Air Squats

3 sets  60 secs

Bird Dogs

3 sets  60 secs

Backward Camel Stretch

3 sets  60 secs

Alternating Curtsy Lunges

3 sets  60 secs
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High Knees / Front Knee Lifts / Run / Jog on the Spot

Primary muscle group(s):
Abs

Secondary:
Glutes & Hip Flexors

Begin jogging in place, lifting the knees as high as you can.

Try to lift your knees up to hip level but keep the core tight to support your back.

For a more advanced move, hold your hands straight at hip level and try to touch the
knees to your hands as you lift them.

Bring the knees towards your hands instead of reaching the hands to the knees!

Air Squats

Primary muscle group(s):
Quadriceps

Secondary:
Abs, Hamstrings

Place your feet at shoulder width apart while keeping your chest up and your
abdominals braced.

Begin the movement by swinging your arms up towards your shoulders. At the same
time, bend at the knees and drive your hips back like you’re sitting in a chair.

Once your upper thighs are parallel with the ground, pause, then drive your hips
forward to return to the starting position.
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Bird Dogs / Alternating Reach & Kickbacks

Primary muscle group(s):
Abs, Lower Back

Secondary:
Glutes & Hip Flexors

Position yourself on all fours with knees underneath the hips and wrists under the
shoulders.

Engage your abs and keep your spine neutral, pulling the shoulder blades towards the
hips.

Lengthen the left leg until it is straight out and in line with your hips while
simultaneously raising and straightening your right arm until it is parallel to the floor.
Keep your head and shoulders aligned at all times.

Gently lower your arm and leg back to the starting position and alternate with the other
arm and leg.

Cat Back / Backward Camel Stretch

Primary muscle group(s):
Lower Back

Secondary:
Upper Back & Lower Traps

Kneel on a mat with your hands and knees shoulder-width apart.

Pull your abs in, hunch your back up and flex your spine.

Hold the stretch and then release to the starting position.
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Alternating Curtsy Lunges

Primary muscle group(s):
Hamstrings, Quadriceps

Secondary:
Calves, Glutes & Hip Flexors

Standing with a braced core and flat back, bring your hands together at chest height.
Position your feet to be at hip-width.

Beginning with the right foot, step backward and across your left foot. Simultaneously,
bend the left knee and drop it towards the ground.

Stop when the front right knee is parallel with the ground. Push off the ground with your
right foot and return to the starting position.
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